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Remain in Touch 
Freedom Through Vigilance Association 

Annual History 

October 2020 – September 2021 

Objective 

The overall objectives of the Freedom Through Vigilance Association (FTVA) are to foster 

continued awareness of the mission and accomplishments of the United States Air Force, in general, 

and specifically those of the 16 Air Force – and to provide Association members a forum for 

desirable social, educational and humanitarian services. 

Period of History 

This history covers October 2020 – September 2021 and spans the social year of the FTVA. 

Organization 

The Kelly AFB Commander, Col. John Webb, organized the Freedom Through Vigilance 

Association, formerly known as the USAFSS/ESC Association and the USAFSS/ESC Alumni 

Association, on October 26, 1981, with the approval of the Association’s Constitution and Bylaws. 

The Alumni Association charter was granted on December 2, 1981. William T. Ballard was the 

chartering president. 
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 FTVA HALL OF HONOR  
 FTVA HALL OF HONOR  

 

 

 

2021 Selections 

A.J. Harrison, Chairman, Hall of Honor Program 

Hall of Honor Class of 2021 Selected 

Mr. President, The Hall of Honor selection committee takes great pleasure in announcing this year’s 

selections for induction into the Hall of Honor. On behalf of the Committee, I am pleased to 

announce the following individuals have been selected for induction into the FTVA Hall of Honor 

for 2021 and will be formally inducted at the next reunion event. Selectees are: 

Col George V. Eichelberger, USAF (Ret) 

CMSgt Kenneth Gendolfe, USAF (Ret) 

CMSgt Ralph A. Wade, USAF (Ret) 

Mr. Barry Steveson, USAF (Ret) 

The following Hall of Honor members comprised this year’s selection committee: 

 Lt Col Ken Williams, USAF (Ret) 

 Mr. Gregory Radabaugh, DAF (Ret) 

 CMSgt Bob Crabtree, USAF (Ret) 

 CMSgt Ken Maynard, USAF (Ret) 

 CMSgt Marco Aldaz, USAF (Ret) 

 SMSgt Lee Anthony, USAF (Ret) 

Thank You and Remain In Touch. 

A.J. Harrison 

Hall of Honor Program Chair 

~~~ 
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16
TH

 AIR FORCE NEWS 

16
TH

 AIR FORCE NEWS 

Compiled by Ken Maynard,  

Associate Editor 

OFFUTT BIDS FAREWELL TO AGING WORKHORSE 

Adapted from an article by 55th Wing Public Affairs / Published November 16, 2020 

 

OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE, NE — 
WC-135 Constant Phoenix tail number 582 

departed for the final time here as officially 

decommissioned from service Nov. 16, 

2020. 

Originally built in 1962 and delivered to the 

Air Force as a KC-135 Stratotanker, the 

aircraft was first converted to an EC-135 

Looking Glass before its transition into its 

WC-135 configuration in 1998. 

“Eventually all good things come to an 

end,” said Col. John Litecky, 55th 

Operations Group commander. “All in all, tail 582 has flown over 29,689 hours, which includes 

72,251 landings for our Air Force in all her shapes and forms, and we are truly grateful for her 

service.” 

One of only two WC-135s in the entire Air Force inventory, the fleet is scheduled to be replaced by 

the end of 2022 by three new WC-135Rs, which are converted KC-135R tankers. 

“This particular WC-135 aircraft has proven finicky over these last two decades for our crews and 

maintainers,” said Lt. Col. Andrew Maus, 45th Reconnaissance Squadron commander, “but 

nonetheless, it served our mission well.” 

The aircraft is now at Majors Airport in Greenville, Texas, before it heads to the boneyard at Davis-

Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona. 

“Parts of this aircraft, such as the air foils and some other mission equipment, will be taken off and 

utilized on the new WC-135Rs, which will be soon delivered from the Big Safari team,” Maus said. 

The aircraft’s official final flight with the 45th RS, commonly known across the Air Force as its 

fini-flight, took place Nov. 2, 2020. Upon landing, 582 received the traditional water salute, where 

two firetrucks shoot water over the aircraft, creating an archway. 

“It was a very fitting send off,” said John McQueney, 55th Wing historian. “The last time the wing 

retired an aircraft here at Offutt was in 1998, so this is a very rare occurrence.” 

Over the past 22 years, 582 has supported the Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963 by 

conducting atmospheric collection. The 45th RS has flown the aircraft roughly more than 1,300 

times, with members of Detachment 1, Air Force Technical Applications Center serving as special 

equipment operators collecting particulates and gaseous effluents and debris across the globe. 
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“This aircraft has served an important role in our nation’s nuclear treaty and collection missions,” 

said Lt. Col. James Smith, AFTAC Det. 1 commander. “While the aircraft did provide its share of 

challenges from time-to-time, we always accomplished our mission. She will be missed, but we are 

looking forward to accomplishing the AFTAC mission on our new aircraft.” 

During its official retirement ceremony inside the Bennie L. Davis Maintenance Facility Nov. 13, 

2020, many current and former aircrew members from both the 45th RS and AFTAC Det. 1, roasted 

the aircraft, recalling many of its unique hang-ups. 

“Almost everyone who has served on this aircraft can tell you there, ‘so there I was,’ story about a 

mission they served on,” Maus said. “Although every aircraft has an identity that’ll set it apart, 582 

was certainly unique.” 
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SAN ANTONIO MILITARY LEADERS SPEAK AT AFCEA’S VIRTUAL ALAMO ACE 

Adapted from an article by Lori A. Bultman, 502nd AiBW/PA, 20 November 2020 

 

 

Lt. Gen. Timothy Haugh, 

Sixteenth Air Force (Air Forces 

Cyber) commander, spoke to 

virtual attendees at Alamo 

ACE, an event sponsored by the 

Alamo Chapter of the Armed 

Forces Communications & 

Electronics Association, Nov. 

18, 2020. 

 

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO, Texas — Every year, thousands of cyber and intelligence 

professionals, as well as technology vendors and acquisitions personnel, gather in San Antonio for 

Alamo ACE, an event sponsored by the Alamo Chapter of the Armed Forces Communications & 

Electronics Association to support the military community. The conference moved to a virtual 

platform Nov. 17-19 due to COVID-19. 

Opening the conference were San Antonio Mayor Ron Nirenberg and Brig. Gen. Caroline M. 

Miller, 502nd Air Base Wing and Joint Base San Antonio commander. They were followed by a 

multitude of presentations and panel discussions by subject matter experts, including several from 

Sixteenth Air Force (Air Forces Cyber) which is headquartered at JBSA-Lackland. 

During her remarks, Miller said San Antonio is becoming known in media channels as not only 

Military City USA, but also Cyber City USA. 

“They would be amazed by the amount of cyber and intelligence-related entities operating 

throughout San Antonio today. These entities operate in a multi-domain arena in order to provide 

opportunities to address problems and combat adversaries in new and innovative ways,” she said. 

“Today, San Antonio is the 7th largest city in the United States and home to our nation’s second-

largest concentration of cybersecurity experts.” 

Miller said JBSA’s diverse capabilities are exactly what the nation needs to achieve information 

superiority. 
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“At JBSA-Fort Sam Houston and Camp Bullis, 

we ensure synergy and fusion of relevant data 

to help keep our country safe. At JBSA-

Randolph, Air Education and Training 

Command has pioneered new and innovative 

programs and concepts, such as Pilot Training 

Next and Maintenance Next,” she said. “These 

initiatives continue to change the way we train 

pilots... and shape our future as an Air Force. 

“At JBSA-Lackland and -Kelly Annex, our 

mission partners work together to ensure unity 

of effort and seamless collaboration ensuring our national security,” she said. Miller said the civic 

partners JBSA has are also key to bolstering innovation and tackling the nation’s cyber threats. 

“There is no place like San Antonio, where the opportunities to innovate, collaborate and grow are 

endless,” she said. “It is even more evident with the joint environment and military-affiliated 

supporting agencies that work tirelessly together to weave our cyber, ISR (intelligence, surveillance 

and reconnaissance) and communications into strong multi-domain capabilities. With these skill 

sets, we assure mission fulfillment of our service men and women in the global arena, on the 

ground, on the sea, and in the air.” 

On Nov. 18, JBSA’s mission partner commander, Lt. Gen. Timothy Haugh, Sixteenth Air Force 

(Air Forces Cyber), spoke to virtual attendees about the progress the new Numbered Air Force has 

made in its first year and what lies ahead. 

“We built a new organization from a number of predecessor organizations to be able to create a 

new, information warfare Numbered Air Force,” he said. “We really started to do outreach; we 

engaged with the city, we engaged with our partners, we had a number of civic leaders come in 

from the bases we are part of, and we started to normalize into an organization that was growing our 

partnerships. Then, COVID-19 hit. 

“What I have really been proud of is, our Airmen have continued to operate, whether that be in the 

cyber domain, within ISR, electromagnetic spectrum, weather, targeting, they have been able to 

continue meeting the expectations of the Department of Defense, during a pandemic, in a way that 

has been able to keep them safe but also effective. We are really proud of that first year.” 

Going into their second year, Haugh wants to unleash the NAF’s Airmen on the hard problems the 

nation needs to be solved, becoming the competitive force of the Air Force. 

“We certainly aren’t the only ones out there in competition, but we can be a catalyst based off all 

the roles and missions that Sixteenth Air Force and our Airmen execute,” he said, noting the 

National Defense Strategy’s conflict continuum - the environment from competition through armed 

conflict, with crisis in the middle. 

“As a service, we’ve been really comfortable to prepare for... armed conflict,” he said, referring to 

the Red Flag exercises that take place annually. “Any of us that have gone to Red Flag has been 

very experienced at - the fight begins when fighters merge over the Nevada desert. 

“In reality, our adversaries have begun the fight way in advance of that, in the information 

environment, in terms of intellectual property theft, and Sixteenth Air Force is uniquely postured to 

be a driver in how our Air Force fights in competition,” he said. “We have taken that mission on 

with passion, to be a driver of how the Air Force will fight in the information environment, in 

cyberspace, and ensure that we’ve got the decisive advantage for the leaders across our service and 

the joint force.” 
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FIRST CLASS OF INFORMATION OPERATIONS AIRMEN COMPLETES 

14F INITIAL SKILLS TRAINING COURSE 
(Adapted from an article by Trevor Tiernan, 67th Cyberspace Wing Public Affairs /  

Published December 17, 2020) 

Hurlburt Field, FL — In a ceremony that appropriately reflected their future operating 

environment, nine Airmen graduated from the first iteration of the 14F Information Operations (IO) 

Initial Skills Training course Dec. 11. 

Due to COVID restrictions, the ceremony was held via video teleconference with the students and 

faculty in place at the 39th Information Operations Squadron, while 67th Cyberspace Wing leaders 

and guest speaker Brig. Gen. Eric DeLange, Director of Cyberspace Operations and Warfighter 

Communications, attended virtually. 

The four and a half months long 14F Initial Skills Course’s curriculum covered critical thinking and 

applied social sciences, joint planning, joint targeting, information-related capabilities, and training 

in each of the 14F core disciplines of military information support operations, operations security, 

and military deception. Class 20-01 was comprised of members of the 67th CW, Air Force Special 

Operations Command, National Air and Space Intelligence Center, 363rd Intelligence Surveillance 

and Reconnaissance Wing, and the US Air Force Academy, who completed their training while 

simultaneously enduring a global pandemic and three 

hurricanes that drenched the Florida panhandle. 

“[regardless of your backgrounds] one thing you all have in 

common is that you are all going to be part of the first class 

of the 14F Initial Skills course,” said DeLange. 

“I think about you as you graduate and where we are with 

regard to Information Warfare and Information Operations, 

and where we will be when you become senior leaders,” he 

said. “You will be the future experts as we go forward. The 

Air Force will rely on you to make the vision of IO a 

reality.” 

With the creation of the 14F AFSC, the Air Force is now 

able to standardize education and training for Airmen, build 

a foundation to cultivate IO expertise, and improve 

commanders’ ability to operate in more pervasive and 

connected information and operational environments. 

 

INFORMATION WARFARE CAPABILITIES DEMONSTRATED AT TABLE 

TOP EXERCISE 
(Adapted from an article by ACC/PA / Published January 13, 2021) 

Joint Base Langley-Eustis, VA — Lt. Gen. Christopher Weggeman, the deputy commander of Air 

Combat Command and Lt. Gen. Timothy Haugh, Sixteenth Air Force commander, co-hosted a 

virtual Information warfare table top exercise to demonstrate convergence of various IW 
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capabilities below and up to the threshold of armed conflict at Joint Base Langley-Eustis, Virginia, 

Dec. 7, 2020. 

The TTX showcased force packaging and the convergence of principal Air Force IW capabilities in 

an operational environment to create non-kinetic effects and support kinetic effects to achieve 

outcomes supporting theater joint force commander and national objectives. 

“As we continue to focus on our digital and ultimately information warfare convergence as a 

department it's essential that every one of us understands that the true power of all this convergence 

is game changing positive disruption,” said Weggeman. “A positive disruption that forces us to 

embrace new paradigms, to be customer centric, to integrate vice isolate, to challenge the rules, and 

ultimately to define and deliver a better way of flying, fighting, and winning across the spectrum of 

combat.” 

The IW TTX was a collaborative effort between ACC, Sixteenth AF, and the US Air Force Warfare 

Center. 

The exercise scenario centered on leveraging IW to counter the malign influence of a near-peer 

adversary in a region of interest to US national security. Exercise players emphasized a whole of 

government approach required for real-world operations. 

The Air Force describes IW as the employment of military capabilities in and through the 

information environment to deliberately affect adversary human and system behavior and to 

preserve friendly freedom of action during cooperation, competition, and armed conflict. 

Attendees included senior leaders from Headquarters Air Force, ACC, United States Space Force, 

Fifteenth Air Force, Twelfth Air Force, USAFWC, United States Air Forces Europe, Pacific Air 

Forces, Air Forces Central, Air Forces Central and Air Force Special Operations Command, among 

others. 

To that end, planning for future iterations is already underway. 
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480TH ISRW ART INSPIRE UNITED STATES SPACE FORCE STRATEGY 
(Adapted from an article by SSgt Ashley L. Gardner, 480th ISRW / Published January 28, 2021) 

Joint Base Langley-Eustis, VA — CMSgt Roger Towberman, United States Space Force senior 

enlisted advisor and Ms. Patricia Mulcahy, Senior Executive Service deputy chief of space 

operations for personnel virtually visited 16 Air Force (Air Forces Cyber) Airmen at Joint Base 

Langley-Eustis, Virginia, Jan. 11, 2021. 

The teleconference began with Mulcahy being introduced to 480th Intelligence, Surveillance and 

Reconnaissance Wing leaders, where she witnessed the innovative concept of the wing’s Airmen 

Resiliency Team (ART) and the holistic approach the 480th ISRW is executing. 

 

U.S. Air Force Col Kayle M. Stevens, 480th ISRW commander, CMSgt 

TreyWalker, 480th ISRW command chief and members from the wing 

leadership and Airman Resiliency Team sit in a teleconference with CMSgt 

Roger Towberman, United States Space Force senior enlisted advisor and 

Patricia Mulcahy, Senior Executive Service deputy chief of space 

operations for personnel at Joint Base Langley-Eustis, Virginia, Jan. 11, 

2021. Towberman as well as the participants from the teleconference were 

able to talk about how the ART has a positive effect on the individuals 

throughout the wing. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Ashley L. 

Gardner) 

The ART consists of chaplains, mental health and physical health technicians who have the 

appropriate security clearance to speak with and provide direct support to ISR Airmen. 

“I really appreciate the team and the work they are doing,” said Towberman. “These are the little 

actions [that when] all done together make a big difference. We will continue to see this broad 

approach with no stone left unturned.” 

The team was created after operational health stress studies, conducted by the 480th ISRW and 

others, showed there was a need. 
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“Embedded teams help identify risk factors in our units early,” said U.S. Air Force Lt Col Sonia 

Pons, 480th ISRW psychologist. “In the past two years we have not had a single suicide.” 

The team went on to explain how important Airman Resiliency is and how it has a positive effect on 

the individuals throughout the Wing during the teleconference. 

“It’s our job to take care of Airmen,” said U.S. Air Force Lt Col Jason Massignan, 480th ISRW 

surgeon. “At some point in time there have been people who fall through the cracks and it’s our job 

to help them get in contact with the right sources.” 

The USSF is looking into adopting some of the tools that have been founded in the intel 

community, one of them being the capabilities that the ART provide for Airmen. 

“The maturity and depth of your ART program is impressive and will greatly assist our USSF team 

in standing up similar programs to care for our Guardians and their families,” said Mulcahy. “Our 

Guardians are amazing, and we ask much from them. It is imperative to make sure that we are 

taking care of them by providing the best support we can.” 

 

55TH WING DEDICATES NEW HEADQUARTERS FACILITY 
Adapted from an article by 55th Wing Public Affairs / Published May 04, 2021 

OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE, Neb. — The 55th Wing officially unveiled their new headquarters 

facility and dedicated it to retired Col. William E. Riggs during a ceremony here April 30, 2021. 

 

  Kimberly Riggs Chandio, Col. Gavin Marks, 55th Wing commander, Kelly Riggs 

Witteman, and Chief Master Sgt. Bryan Tuman, 55th Wing command chief, 

officially cut the ribbon on the new 55th Wing headquarters facility April 30, 2021, 

at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska. During the ceremony, it was dedicated to Col. 

William E. Riggs, who served as wing commander from August 29, 1966, to July 17, 

1970, the longest in wing history. 

 (U.S. Air Force photo by Josh Plueger) 
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The wing’s new headquarters was previously home to U.S. Strategic Command, who moved into 

their new command and control facility in November 2019. 

“Warhawks, past and present and future...we are finally home,” said Col. Gavin Marks, 55th Wing 

commander, during the ceremony which included four former wing commanders. 

The 55th Wing has been without a permanent headquarters since floodwaters destroyed its previous 

facility in March 2019. 

“Back in March, April, May and June of 2019, the 55th Wing was homeless. We were squatters in 

the Dougherty Conference Center,” Marks said. “So, today is an exciting today for us, but not just 

because we are rebranding a building. This is larger than that. Today is about resilience. This is the 

55th Wing’s way of saying, ‘yes, we took a punch, and yes, we got knocked down, but today we are 

still standing, still strong.’” 

During the ceremony, the wing dedicated the facility to Riggs, who helped move the wing to Offutt 

from Forbes Air Force Base, Kansas, in 1966. The 55th Wing Hall of Fame member is the longest 

serving commander in wing history, having led the Fightin’ Fifty-Fifth from August 29, 1966, to 

July 17, 1970. 

 

  Col. Gavin Marks, 55th Wing commander, unveils a plaque to Col. William E. 

Riggs during the 55th Wing Headquarters Building Dedication ceremony April 30, 

2021, at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska. The facility was built in 1955 and 

originally served as the home of Strategic Air Command prior to U.S. Strategic 

Command. 

 (U.S. Air Force photo by Josh Plueger) 

“Please accept our family’s heartfelt thanks for recognizing daddy’s service and sacrifice,” said 

Kelly Riggs Witteman, the youngest of Riggs’ four daughters. “We have always known he was a 

bright shining star and to this day he remains our moral compass. He taught us to honor God and to 
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honor country and how fitting, that today that you honor him by dedicating this headquarters 

building in this name.” 

During Riggs’ tenure as commander, he also led the wing’s transition from the RB-47 to the RC-

135 aircraft, which the wing continues to fly to this day. 

“I can’t think of anyone more worthy to dedicate this facility to,” said John McQueney, 55th Wing 

historian. “He was the embodiment of service before self and a true wing hero in every sense.” 

Also during the ceremony, Marks unveiled the renaming of three roads used to enter and exit the 

headquarters to 55th Street, Videmus Omnia View and Warhawk Way. 

“When you get knocked down, it physically hurts, but sometimes it can also hurt your spirit,” Marks 

said. “Today is about a rebirth and a rekindling of our spirit. It serves as a spark to reignite our 

culture.” 

In addition to the rebranding of the entire facility, the overall complex is also in the first of three 

phases of renovations. During phase one, large-scale infrastructure systems are being updated in 

addition to the second-floor common areas, theater and cafeteria. During phase two, the first-floor 

office spaces and exterior are to be upgraded and improved, and then the final phase includes the 

third floor and underground facilities. 

The Col. William E. Riggs Building was originally built in 1955. It originally served as the home of 

Strategic Air Command prior to USSTRATCOM. 

 

247TH IS AIRMEN SUPPORT OPERATIONS IN LAST FRONTIER 
Based on an article by A1C Justin Wynn, 118th Wing / Published May 25, 2021 

Nashville, TN — Four thousand miles from home, a group of 247th Intelligence Squadron (IS) 

Airmen from the Tennessee Air National Guard, are participating in a unique, multi-year mission to 

augment active duty troops in real-world intelligence operations. 

Stationed at the Alaska Missions Operations Center, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska, 

247th IS Airmen are exposed to high-tempo challenges and learn skills not easily acquired back 

home at Berry Field Air National Guard Base, Nashville, Tennessee. 
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  From left to right: Tech. Sgt. Johnathan Thompson, Senior Airman Deniea Turner, 

and Staff Sgt. Michelle Aguilar-Villafuerte, all members of the 247th Intelligence 

Squadron, Tennessee Air National Guard, pose with the Chugach Mountains in the 

background May 12, 2021 at Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska. All three 

Airmen were in Alaska to support active-duty operations, and to learn new skillsets to 

bring back to their home unit. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Justin Wynn) 

“It really gives them the hands-on training that they need to come back and pass on to our enlisted 

folks,” said Chief Master Sgt. Shane Robinson, 247th IS senior enlisted manager. “When they come 

back here, they’re considered subject matter experts.” 

The program, coordinated by the Reserve Guard Integration Office (RGIO), allows Air Guard units 

to augment the National Security Agency’s (NSA) mission during personnel shortfalls. 

The 247th IS has maintained a win-win partnership with the RGIO for several years, steadily 

supplying top troops to help the NSA when needed, while giving Airmen the opportunity to 

enhance their career and skillset. 

“A tour like this can be used as a platform to possibly extend an NSA career in uniform or as a 

civilian,” said Lt. Col. Kirk Larson, 247th IS commander. “It may not always be rainbows and 

butterflies up there, but it’s a great location nine months out of the year, and when they come down, 

they’ve in essence punched their ticket for future career opportunities throughout the intelligence 

community.” 

Senior Airman Deniea Turner, a 247th IS target digital network analyst who has been in Alaska for 

six months, is enjoying her experience so much she’s in recruitment mode. “I’m currently trying to 

convince some of my counterparts at the 118th [Wing] to come here,” she said. “I feel it’s important 

to experience multiple shops to better develop both tradecraft and leadership skills.” 

The program’s success is evident in feedback from active-duty leadership, who frequently contact 

the 247th IS to compliment the guardsmen who have seamlessly integrated with their troops. 
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“The squadron commander there recently said we’ll take all that we can get if they’re all of this 

caliber,” said Larson. “You cannot put into words the fact that you have a four-star general being 

briefed by one of our Airmen.” 

Strictly voluntary, the program relies on the lure of career enhancement and spending several years 

in a unique location. 

 

GRAND FORKS AFB TO LEAD FUTURE ISR MISSIONS 
Adapted from an article by 319th Reconnaissance Wing / Published August 26, 2021 

Washington, D.C. (AFNS) --The Department of the Air Force announced today it will conduct 

infrastructure planning in 2022 for construction and renovation projects at Grand Forks Air Force 

Base, projected to begin in 2023. 

Secretary of the Air Force Frank Kendall approved the plan, which will provide the construction 

and renovations necessary to enable the 319th Reconnaissance Wing to develop and train crews in 

support of Reconnaissance missions. 

 

An EQ-4 Block-20 Global Hawk is parked outside a hangar on 

Grand Forks Air Force Base after concluding its final flight and 

landing, Grand Forks Air Force Base, N.D., on July 29, 2021. The 

Block 20 unmanned aircraft was the Global Hawk variant that 

utilized the Battlefield Airborne Communications Node and was 

recently retired from use. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class 

Jack LeGrand) 

The announcement comes as the Air Force looks to restructure ISR capabilities to meet national 

defense priorities and support joint all-domain command and control capabilities. 

"We’re excited to provide vital strategic capabilities to the Joint force," said Col. Timothy Curry, 

commander of the 319th Reconnaissance Wing. "Grand Forks AFB will remain central to the Air 

Force core ISR mission today and in the future.” 
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The Air Force plans to budget for construction and renovation projects to occur during 2023-2026 

to support future 319th RW missions. 

The plan includes expanding the number of operational units under the command of the 319th RW 

that are involved in next generation missions, such as E-11 Battlefield Airborne Control Node 

aircraft mission at Robins AFB, Ga., starting in 2022 and a second geographically separated unit in 

the future. 

The Department of the Air Force’s fiscal year 2022 budget request is seeking the divestment of the 

Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System and RQ-4 Block 30 aircraft, to fund 

modernization and increase capability to counter threats posed by near peer competitors like China 

and Russia. 

Divested aircraft can be transferred to other military components or federal agencies if there is a 

requirement. 

As these new missions take shape, Grand Forks’ 319th RW will continue to operate RQ-4 Block 40 

aircraft through the late 2020s. 

~~~ 
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FTVA CHAPTER HIGHLIGHTS 

FTVA CHAPTER 

HIGHLIGHTS 

(Note: These FTVA Chapter News articles are condensed with minimal pictures. For the full articles and more 

photos, see the Remain in Touch Newsletters for the past twelve months.) 

Alamo Chapter 

 

Alamo Chapter 

San Antonio, TX 

 

Barnie Gavin, President 

Ken Maynard, Secretary/Treasurer 

4
th

 Quarter 2020 

October thru December 2020 Meetings. The Alamo Chapter monthly Meets and Greets were in 

hiatus for the past few months because of COVID-19. 

1
st
 Quarter 2021 

January thru March 2021 Meetings. The Alamo Chapter monthly Meets and Greets were in 

hiatus for the past few months because of COVID-19. 

2
nd

 Quarter 2021 

April 2021 Meeting. Not held. 

May 2021 Meeting. After a year-long hiatus, the Alamo Chapter gathered for dinner and a short 

business meeting at the Saltgrass Steakhouse on Thursday, 20 May. Joining the festivities were 

members of the FTVA Board and the Command and Senior Enlisted Manager of the 543 ISR Gp, 

Col Ty Gilbert and CMSgt Amy Mendonca. 

 

 

 

L-R: Evan Smith, Kathy Haygood, 

Ron Haygood 
 L-R: Chief Amy Mendonca, Judy Gavin, 

Barnie Gavin 
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L-R: Carole Gendolfe, Ken Gendolfe, 

Andy Smith, Jeannie Smith 
 Ken Gendolfe explaining the finer points of 

kicking COVID’s patootie to Barnie Gavin and 

Vince Colacicco!!  Welcome back Chief! 

President Gavin introduced Col Gilbert, who briefed “Heritage Bridge,” a concept by which Alamo 

Chapter members would mentor 543rd airmen/NCOs. The goal would be to instill a sense of the 

rich history the FTVA represents. 

The Alamo Chapter offered to help support the 543d with its recognition program. Chief Mendonca 

further explained “Heritage Bridge”, and discussed financial support needs for the 543rd awards 

program. She believed $175/year would cover the requirement. President Gavin also offered a 

year’s FTVA membership and a copy of the “They Served in Silence” DVD as additional benefit 

for their award winners. 

June 2021 Meeting. The San Antonio Chapter of the FTVA met at the Saltgrass Restaurant on 17 

June 2021. Sixteen members, spouses and daughter enjoyed dinner and fellowship. President Barnie 

Gavin called the business meeting to order at 1830 and introduced Gene Sloat and Tony LaRusso 

who were attending their first Chapter meeting. 

Jesse Greene identified the 543 ISR Group annual award winners for ‘20 and ‘21 and asked 

approval to present each of the 10 with a complimentary, one-year membership in the FTVA. 

President Gavin asked for a vote which was unanimous in favor of the proposal. 

 

L to R from top left: Gene Sloat, Jesse Greene, Bob Crabtree, Ken & Shiela Williams, Judy Gavin, 

Colleen Smith, Barnie Gavin, Vince & Elise Colacicco, Tony LaRusso, Dennis “Rass” Rassmussen, 

Homer & Anne Waring, and Dan Martin. 
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3rd Quarter 2021 

July  2021 Meeting. The San Antonio Chapter of the FTVA met at the Saltgrass Restaurant on 15 

July 2021. Sixteen members and spouses enjoyed dinner and fellowship. President Barnie Gavin 

called the business meeting to order at 1830. President Gavin and Ken Williams gave us an update 

on the September reunion (ed note: the content of the briefing is not included here because of the 

reunion’s delay until March 2022). President Gavin briefed that we have finalized preparations for 

presenting FTVA memberships and They Served in Silence DVDs to 543 ISR Group annual award 

winners of the past 2 years. Jesse Greene is making arrangements for the presentations. 

 

 

 

L-R: Ken Williams, Leroy Rogers, Hilda 

Rogers, Shiela Williams 

 L-R: HomerWaring, Vince Colacicco, Elise 

Colacicco, Judy Gavin and Barnie Gavin 

 

August 2021 Meeting. Not held. 

September 2021 Meeting. Not held. 

 

~~~ 
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Aloha Chapter 

 

Aloha Chapter 

Honolulu, HI 
 

John “Tilly” Toillion, President 

(Note: These FTVA Chapter News articles are condensed with minimal pictures. For the full articles and more 

photos, see the Remain in Touch Newsletters for the past twelve months.) 

4
th

 Quarter 2020 

Aloha All - 

Like many areas across the US and world, Hawaii remains in a series of COVID-19 protocols which 

discourages and limits any social gatherings. This has precluded Aloha Chapter in-person get-

togethers. Accordingly we try to RIT via emails. I’m planning to give ZOOM a shot later this 

month. 

On a more positive note, I have enjoyed being able to link into FTVA Board meetings via ZOOM 

and to at least see many of you that normally I wouldn’t otherwise. 

Finally, please remain safe, wear da mask, and wash da hands!!!! 

That be it from the coconut wireless. A-looooo-ha!! 

John “Tilly” Toillion. 

1
st
 Quarter 2021 

Aloha Dennis 

Sorry for the late response. Unfortunately, we did not have a meeting this quarter but will have one 

before the next suspense. 

John “Tilly” Toillion. 

2nd Quarter 2021 

Aloha All - We finally had our first get together (via ZOOM) on April 14 after a year’s hiatus 

thanks to COVID-19. Four of us were able to participate: Ken Een, Dickie Hites, and a first timer – 

John Harman who lives on Maui and has been anxious and excited to be able to meet with us even 

though via ZOOM. 

Discussions included (of course) COVID-19 shots, enforcement (or the lack there of) but most of 

our discussions centered on getting to know each other, especially about John H. who was a Russian 

Linguist. He shared about being stationed in Berlin for 11 years and was there when the wall came 

down. 

We also reviewed Col Eric Mack’s bio. Col Mack is Commander, 692nd Intelligence Surveillance 

and Reconnaissance (ISR) Group, Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam, Hawaii. He was unable to 

participate as he was TDY on the mainland. 

Also, I showed some photos I found in my FTVA folder that date back to 2005 when we were much 

younger, had more and less gray hair (see photos below). 
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Last but not least, we discussed having an in-person lunch now that Ruby Tuesdays in Mililani can 

handle tables up to 10 people plus we promised John H. we’d ZOOM him in. 

That be it from the coconut wireless. A-looooo-ha!! 

John “Tilly” Toillion 

Aloha Chapter President 

 

Now ……  

 

 

(Top L-R) Ken Een, John Toillion 

(Bottom L-R) Dickie Hites, John Harman 

 

 

 

And … 

Then ……  

 
(L-R) John “Tilly” Toillion, Al Teal, Ken “Hopi” Hopkins, Dennis Rassmussen, 

Ken Een, and Dickie Hites 

 

3
rd

 Quarter 2021 Meetings. 

Aloha All - 

It is with much sadness our RIT input is devoted to one of our long time Aloha Chapter members, 

Steve Crain, who passed away on August 10 in Clermont, FL. Steve was a longtime member of the 

Aloha Chapter and always had something to share at our Chapter get togethers. He and his wife, 

Marivic, joined us several times at the Hickam Mongolian BBQs. Our thoughts and prayers go out 

to Marivic and the Crain Ohana. 
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John, Thanks for your note on Steve Crain. I first met Steve when he came for an interview in 1985. 

He then joined me at CSG PACAF and a friendship was formed that has lasted all these years. I 

came to know him and Vicki as well as all of their family. Steve and I shared memories over all of 

those years and he helped me many times. I would like to think that I helped him as well. We were 

both big fans of the Constitution and would meet regularly to discuss this over coffee. I admired his 

intellect and his warmth. He leaves behind a beautiful family and at least one grateful friend. - 

Dickie Hites 

Thanks for sharing. Sorry to hear of Steve’s passing. I shared your note with some of the sr civilians 

in the 692d, and both Dave Smith and Mark Colby served with Steve, and had fond memories. Dave 

Smith especially had a touching story of how Steve bought him his first Okinawan draft beer 

(Orion) when he arrived back in 1979. – Dave Smith (via Col Mack) 

 

~~~ 
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Gold Country Chapter 

 

Gold Country Chapter 

Yuba City, CA 
 

John Aurelius, President 
 

(Note: These FTVA Chapter News articles are condensed with minimal pictures. For the full articles and more 

photos, see the Remain in Touch Newsletters for the past twelve months.) 

4
th

 Quarter 2020 

Good morning, 

I took over as President of the Gold Country chapter for John Aurelius for a couple of months but 

believe that he will soon be back in the position. Until that time I wanted to provide our chapter's 

RIT information. 

The Gold Country Chapter had begun holding meetings in the Vault, located within DGS-2 in the 

hopes of attracting more intelligence members before the pandemic struck in March. Since March, 

meetings have been sporadic, with us being able to gather for the first time in October since the 

pandemic hit. The meeting included many familiar faces and also a few new ones and also proved 

that the request for updated badges for some of our longstanding, retired members was a success as 

they were able to get on base to attend the meeting. November's meeting was held off-base in Yuba 

City, and with the Force Protection level on base increasing once again, it would seem that on-base 

meetings would need to be postponed yet again until restrictions loosen. Traditionally the chapter 

does not gather in December due to the holidays, so the determination will be made in January on 

the best strategy for moving forward. Hope this message finds everyone well, happy holidays, 

Merry Christmas, and a Happy New Year! 

Stewart Harris, (Acting) President 

1
st
 Quarter 2021 Meeting 

The Chapter’s meeting remains in hiatus for the past few months because of COVID-19. 

2
nd

 Quarter 2021 Meeting 

Nothing to report. 

3
rd

 Quarter 2021 Meeting 

John Aurelius, President 

Late in June we had another change of command ceremony at the 548th Intelligence, Surveillance 

and Reconnaissance Group here at Beale Air Force base. We said goodbye to Colonel Andrew A. 

Souza, who has been commanding the group for the last two years. We welcomed Colonel Shawn 

Ayers as the new commander. 

Colonel Souza has moved on to a position in the newly formed Space Force. We thanked Colonel 

Souza for his support of the FTVA and role in creating a formal liaison position between us and the 

base. This role was filled by Lt Stewart Harris who also served as chapter president during my 

absence. We thanked Lt Harris for working closely with the active-duty personnel and making them 

aware of our mission. 
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Colonel Ayers came to us from the position of Deputy Director at the National Geospatial 

Intelligence Agency. I expect to be meeting with her again soon to discuss our mutual objectives for 

the next two-year period. 

A significant event during the last month 

was the departure of chapter founder 

Richard Sacchetti who started this chapter 

over twenty years ago. Dick has moved to 

Texas and will be missed by all of us. 

Thanks go out to Dick for his vision and 

execution as a long-term President and 

member. 

I have since resumed the position of 

chapter President and continue to work on 

my goal to recruit from the active-duty 

members of the 548th Group and to 

rebuild the membership this year. 

One of my long-term goals became reality 

recently when the plan for hosting heritage 

speaking events brought a pioneer U2 pilot 

to the base theater. Our first speaker was Tony Bevaqua, a former pilot who has flown both the U2 

and SR-71. As a test pilot for the U2 at Groom Lake, his roommate was Francis Gary Powers. This 

was a very informative presentation, and we are looking forward to more presentations each quarter. 

Remain In Touch! 

 

~~~ 
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Heritage Chapter 

 

Heritage Chapter 

San Angelo, TX 
 

Ronald ‘JJ’ Graham, Chapter President 

Larry Ross, Secretary/Treasurer 

 

4
th

 Quarter 2020 

VIETNAM VETERANS HONORED 

On 13 October, the Heritage Chapter, working in concert with the EC-47 History Site, was honored 

to host a visit to Goodfellow AFB by two distinguished Vietnam veterans. Lt Col (R) Jack Mecham 

and MSgt (R) Jim Coffman were honored guests here to visit the EC-47 Memorial Park. With 

COVID-19 forcing the cancellation of the memorial’s grand opening in March of this year, these 

gents decided to make the trip now rather than wait to see if we are able to accommodate an 

opening ceremony next March. Jimmy Turk was also set to make the trip but, unfortunately, had to 

cancel for health reasons. (We hope Jimmy is doing well.) 

Both of these gentlemen have significant ties to the intelligence mission and the EC-47 direction-

finding mission in particular, and both will have bronze pavers set at the EC-47 Memorial. Jack, a 

former SR-71 pilot and member of the famed 20th Helicopter Squadron “Pony Express”, was 

actually stationed at Goodfellow AFB at one time. Jim was an EC-47 flight engineer, responsible 

for keeping the birds airworthy for their critical direction-finding missions. This was his first visit to 

Goodfellow. They were accompanied by CMSgt (R) Tom Nurre, an EC-47 veteran who runs the 

EC-47 History Site, and SSgt (R) Joe Martin, former EC-47 airborne radio direction-finding 

airborne mission supervisor and current EC-47 History Site research and computer guru. 

A highlight of the visit was a special ceremony arranged by Tom Nurre. Seventeenth Training Wing 

Historian Mark Howell officiated the ceremony where Jack and Jim were presented 50th 

Anniversary pins and certificates. Ably assisting in the ceremony were Joe Martin and 17th 

Training Wing Command Chief CMSgt Casy Boomershine. CMSgt Boomershine also accompanied 

the visitors as they toured the EC-47 Memorial and saw where their pavers would be placed. Both 

Jim and Jack spent time talking about their time in Vietnam and were very impressed by the EC-47 

Memorial Park. Jim also presented "Antique Airlines" pins to those in attendance. I'm glad we were 

able to host Jack and Jim, and I fell privileged to have met them both. I hope they can visit us again 

someday. (Submitted by JJ Graham) 
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Back row: Joe Martin, Mark Howell, Tom Nurre 

Front row: J.J. Graham, Jim Coffman, Jack 

Mecham 

 Ret. Col. Jack Mecham, former SR-71 pilot, pushes Ret. 

Master Sgt. Jim Coffman, former EC-47 flight engineer 

forward to see Coffman’s paver at the EC-47 Memorial 

on Goodfellow Air Force Base, Texas, Oct. 13, 2020 

(U.S. Air Force photos by Airman 1st Class Ethan Sherwood) 

 

PAVER SUPPLIER DESTROYED BY WILDFIRES 

(Submitted by Larry Ross, Heritage Chapter Secretary/Treasurer) 

Disaster strikes! The Leave Your Mark (LYM) company in Phoenix, Oregon, supplies the paver 

engraved bronze plates for the EC-47 Memorial Plaza on Goodfellow AFB. Their complex was 

burned to the ground on September 8, 2020, by the California wildfires that raced up I-5 into 

Oregon and Washington. Everyone in the company escaped the fire, but their engraving equipment 

was completely destroyed. They are very busy getting the yard cleaned up and are seeking 

replacement equipment. LYM intends to rebuild at their same location and expects to be back in 

operation next year. 

In the meantime, we continue to accept paver orders and will batch order them as soon as the 

company's new engraver is up and running. Pavers may be ordered at: 

https://www.vietnam50thcpp.com/pavers. 

Thank you for your continued interest and patience. For more information or to answer any specific 

questions, please contact Tom Nurre at or pavers@vietnam50thcpp.com. 

1
st
 Quarter 2021 

HERITAGE CHAPTER HONORS WWII HERO 

MARK MATHIS MEMORIAL DEDICATION CEREMONY 

Submitted by Larry Ross 

FTVA Heritage Chapter Secretary 

Photos of dedication brochure provided by Tom Nurre; two Mathis photos are from Internet; plaque photo 

courtesy of Victoria Van Tuil; all other ceremony photos are by Carl Bradley of Faith in a Flash Photography. 

During a recent visit to Fairmount Cemetery, San Angelo, TX, and 1Lt Jack Mathis’ grave site 

there, one of our Heritage Chapter members noticed that there was no memorial headstone in the 

family’s plot there for Jack’s older brother Rhude “Mark” Mathis, Jr. He further noticed that Jack’s 

father, Rhude Mark Mathis, Sr., and his younger brother, Harrell Clegg Mathis, are also buried in 
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the same plot as Jack, but again there is nothing there to the memory of Mark, Jr. Further research 

indicated that the only memorial specifically honoring just Mark is an inscription on the Wall of 

Missing in the American War Cemetery in Margraten, Netherlands. 

 

Firmly believing that Mark is deserving his own memorial headstone to honor his ultimate sacrifice 

to our nation, the Heritage Chapter applied through the Veterans Administration (VA) for a proper 

memorial to Mark to be placed alongside that of his father and brothers in the Fairmount plot. The 

response from VA was, to say the least, extremely positive. A bronze memorial plaque to be 

displayed on a marble slab was manufactured, shipped to Fairmount Cemetery, and placed in the 

Mathis plot honoring Mark. This plaque displays Mark’s full name and rank in the US Army Air 

Corps; the dates of his birth and death; the two combat decorations he was posthumously awarded, 

the Purple Heart and Air Medal; a Christian cross in the center; and the military organization he was 

assigned to in the United Kingdom. 

On Sunday, 28 February 2021, a warm, partly cloudy winter day, with approximately 90-100 

attending, Larry Miller, Program Coordinator, on behalf of the Heritage Chapter of the Freedom 

Through Vigilance Association, welcomed those assembled to the dedication ceremony in memory 

of First Lieutenant Rhude Mark Mathis, known to his family and friends as “Mark”. The ceremony 

was originally scheduled for February 14th, Mark’s 103rd birthday, but freezing cold and snowy 

weather forced changing the date. 

The ceremony opened with the Angelo State University ROTC Honor Guard presenting the colors, 

followed with the playing of the National Anthem. Lt Col Robert Borger, 17th Training Wing 

Chaplain at Goodfellow, gave the invocation. 

Tip Hargrove gave a historical perspective of the air war in Europe. One of his life-long interests is 

the history of the air war in Europe during World War II specifically the contributions of the US 

Eighth Air Force and the 303rd Bombardment Group (Heavy) to the Allied victory over the Nazis. 

Christopher Ashcroft read a eulogy to Lt Mathis, which is included below in its entirety. It tells of a 

grieving mother who lost two sons during World War II and the story of their determined and heroic 

service. [Ed. Note: See the entire eulogy/history in the March 2021 Remain In Touch newsletter.] 
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Lt Col John Bermans, 315th Training Squadron 

Commander and San Angelo Mayor Brenda Gunter unveil 

the memorial plaque honoring Mark Mathis. 

 

 

After the moving eulogy, San Angelo Mayor Brenda Gunter and 315th Training Squadron 

Commander Lt Col John Bergmans unveiled the memorial plaque. In the distance three cannon 

volleys rang out, followed by the echo of Taps being played. The ceremony concluded with 

bagpipes playing “Amazing Grace.” 

Heritage Chapter President JJ Graham was interviewed by a local television reporter, who later 

described the lack of a marker for Lt Mathis as a “grievous oversight, one that need correcting”. 

Graham said “72,000 veterans of World War II never made it home and their bodies were never 

recovered. This is a small gesture but one that pertains to all 72,000 who were lost in service. It was 

a way to commemorate their memory and to show that their sacrifice was not in vain. The bronze 

plaque is the grave marker itself since the body was never recovered. It was a way to memorialize 

his service. So we contacted the VA and got a grave marker from them. And now we are having a 

ceremony to memorialize Lt Mathis.” 

Locally, the story of the Mathis brothers is well known. Mathis Field Airport was named in their 

honor. In the entrance hallway at the passenger terminal at the San Angelo Regional Airport hangs a 

plaque and portraits of both Jack and Mark. 

The organizers thanked all very much for attending and honoring the memory of Lieutenant Mark 

Mathis, and his gallant service. Many helped make this ceremony a fine tribute: members of 

Freedom Through Vigilance Association Heritage; EC47 History Site; City of San Angelo, Mayor 

Brenda Gunter; Sterling County and the city of Sterling City; Fairmount Cemetery; Angelo State 

University ROTC Color Guard; Goodfellow AFB Chaplin Lt Col Robert Borger; Ray Johnson and 

his Good’s Texas Light Artillery Brigade for the cannon salute; bugler Timothy Philips; bagpiper 

Chris Morgan; American Legion Post 572; airmen of the 315th Training Squadron; Tip Hargrove, 

John Garrett, and Chris Ashcroft; Holy Angels Catholic Church who provided seating; Carl Bradley 

and Faith in a Flash Photography; and to the many others who came to honor Mark’s memory. 

In other news, the EC-47 Memorial Plaza dedication, scheduled for 29th March 2021, is delayed. 

This is because of COVID-19 restrictions/protocols currently in effect on Goodfellow AFB - no 

large gatherings (10 +), limited base access for retirees. There is no expectation that this will change 

in the near future. The base is a federal facility and will continue to follow DoD guidance. We will 

update as conditions change and we are able to reschedule. 
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2
nd

 Quarter 2021 

On May 28, 2021, under cloudy skies with a threat of rain, 18 teams teed off in the inaugural 

Memorial Day Golf Tournament. The event was co-sponsored by the American Legion Post 572 

and the Tom Green County All Veterans Council. Prize money was awarded to the top three teams. 

In first place was the Yellow Stone team. The team generously donated their prize money ($600) 

back to the sponsors. Second place was the Widow Maker team ($300). And a surprising third place 

finish ($200) went to the Heritage Chapter sponsored Goodfellow MWR Team. Team members 

were selected from some 100 junior enlisted applicants. Much to the relief of both the organizers 

and the donor, no one won the car offered as a reward for a hole-in-one. 

Designed by Heritage Chapter CMSgt (Ret) Tom Nurre, approximately 60 “In Memory Of” signs 

honoring deceased veterans were placed around each hole and throughout the course. They honor 

veterans from World War II through Iraq. At the 16th hole, Heritage Chapter member Larry Miller 

displayed a genuine brick salvaged from the Hỏa Lò Prison of War Camp, a.k.a. the “Hanoi Hilton,” 

The Heritage Chapter also set up the Don Goff Memorial Missing Man Table. 

On day two, members of the San Angelo Elks Lodge 1880 provided a great hamburger lunch with 

all the fixings for the players and volunteers. Enjoy the pics that follow commemorating the event. 

//Article by Larry Ross; photos by JJ Graham and Larry Ross// 

 

 

The Heritage Chapter Team at the 16th Hole 

 

 
The Heritage Chapter set up the Don 
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Goff Memorial Missing Man Table. 

 

3
rd

 Quarter 2021 

Lt. Mathis Honored in Hometown 

Article written and photo by Larry Miller 

STERLING CITY, Texas - Heritage Chapter members Tom Nurre and Larry Miller took a 44-

mile road trip on Monday, June 21st, 2021, to Sterling City, Texas to present a certificate to its 

mayor and city council members. 

This certificate, sent to the Heritage Chapter by the Veterans Administration and signed by former 

President Donald Trump, honors the courage and heroism of 1st Lt Mark Mathis, who grew up in 

Sterling City and perished during World War II when his B-17 was shot down over the North Sea. 

After Larry briefly described the significance of Lt. Mathis’ service and sacrifice to a grateful 

nation, Chief Tom presented the certificate to Sterling City Mayor Lane Horwood, who graciously 

accepted it promising that the city would display it in a place of honor in the city hall. While 

speaking about the ceremony at Fairmount cemetery honoring Lt. Mark Mathis, Chief Nurre also 

related the tradition of placing a coin on the grave or marker of a fallen veteran showing with a 

penny that someone visited the departed servicemember’s resting place or with a quarter indicating 

that that visitor had been with them when they perished. 
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MSgt Corey Goodfellow Guest of Honor 

GOODFELLOW HOLDS 80TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 

GOODFELLOW AIR FORCE BASE, Texas - On Thursday, July 1, Goodfellow Air Force Base 

hosted a ceremony celebrating its 80th anniversary, the 90th anniversary of the 17th Pursuit Group 

and the 28th activation of the 17th Training Wing. The ceremony, held in Goodfellow’s Norma 

Brown Plaza, featured a speech by Master Sgt. Corey Goodfellow, whose great-grandfather was a 

cousin of 1st Lt. John J. Goodfellow Jr., the base’s namesake. 

The ceremony commemorates the 80th anniversary of Goodfellow Air Field, the 90th anniversary 

of the 17th Pursuit Group, and the reactivation and re-designation of the 17th Training Wing. 

 

Air Force Master Sgt. Corey Goodfellow and his wife, Nancy, pose for a photo near a Goodfellow mural in San 

Angelo, Texas, July 1, 2021. Master Sgt. Corey Goodfellow and his wife toured downtown San Angelo, Texas 

after the heritage ceremony. 

(U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Jermaine Ayers) 

The history of Goodfellow dates back officially to August 17, 1940. On May 27, 1941, Goodfellow 

Air Field was officially renamed Goodfellow to honor 1st Lt. John J. Goodfellow Jr, a local World 

War I aviator who was killed in combat in 1918. 

The 17th Training Wing’s history began October 18, 1927, as the 17th Observation Group. After a 

number of activations and de-activations, as well as transfers and name changes in July 1993, the 

unit was re-designated as the 17th Training Wing and assigned to Air Education and Training 

Command. July 1st is celebrated as the 17th Training Wing’s anniversary. Mr. Mark Howell, 17th 

Wing Historian, organized this event. Heritage Chapter President Ronald "JJ" Graham was the 

Master of Ceremony. Graham was a key player in arranging for MSgt Corey Goodfellow and his 

wife, Nancy, to attend. They were both keenly interested in our history lessons. Not shown is the 

time that Graham and Tom Nurre spent with them at the EC-47 aircraft and ARDF History Exhibit 

before and following the ceremony. They were both keenly interested in our history lessons. We 

sent them home with a Visitor’s Guide, EC-47 History Site challenge coin and an autographed copy 
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of the Garrett/Nurre Goodfellow AFB book. Also present were Heritage Chapter members Larry 

Miller and Larry Ross. 

To close the ceremony, Col. James Finlayson, 17th Training Wing vice commander, presented 

Master Sgt. Goodfellow with the 17th Training Wing coin thanking him for his crucial role in the 

Heritage Day Ceremony. 

 

 “In Memory Of” 

COMMEMORATIONS 

By Tom Nurre 

Photos by Carl Bradley, Faith in a Flash Photography 

More Photos posted at http://vietnam50thcpp.com/photoGalleries 

The American Legion Post 572 developed In-Memory-Of (IMO) signs in tribute to deceased 

military veterans of all wars. These 18 x 24-inch all-weather signs, made from corrugated plastic 

(campaign yard signs), were placed throughout the Riverside Golf Course during the Memorial Day 

weekend tournament on Saturday and Sunday. The signs were retrieved from the golf course and 

presented to individual surviving spouses or immediate family members in a prearranged convoy 

from home to home on Monday, Memorial Day 2021. 

 

Front Row: Celine Poynor, Tyler Gully, Taylor Gully, Bernie Molaschi, Deanna Potter, Edie Potter, Kim 

Gully, Allison Gully, Barbara Durkay, Kitty Nurre, Mary Lovell, Chuck Lovell, JJ Graham Back row: Dale 

Potter, Larry Miller, Bob Poynor, Pat Miller, Janine Hasty, Margaret Courville, John Villa, Allen Gully, 

Kyrie Villa, Brooke Amezcua and Daniel Amezcua, John Durkay and Tom Nurre 

Tom Nurre did a great job of getting these signs together, especially for former HC board officers, 

and organizing the outreach program. This was a first in the use of the IMO signs and a first 

outreach using the "motorcade" idea from home to home. Immediately after presenting the IMO 

signs, Vietnam War and All Wars surviving spouse lapel pins, Certificates, and Poppy flowers were 

also presented. 

A second outreach with signs and pins was on July 4th. The first In-Memory-Of sign delivered by 

the EC-47 History Site CPP committee Independence Day motorcade was presented to Mrs. Dee 

Osteen. The In-Memory-Of sign presented to Mrs. Osteen is a tribute to her deceased husband's 20 

years of military service. 

A complete gallery of the Memorial Day event photos are at: 

https://www.vietnam50thcpp.com/photoGalleries/index/memorial-day-2021-pins-imo-signs 
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Vietnamese Linguist Honored 

by Tom Nurre 

Photographs by Carl "Brad" Bradley of Faith in Flash Photography 

Robert Washburn, a former Vietnamese linguist earlier this year participated in the 17th Training 

Wing’s Oral History program and was honored for his contributions to USAFSS history during a 

commemoration ceremony. Wing Historian, Mr. Mark Howell, interviewed both Robert and spouse 

Marilyn Howell. 

Upon graduation from his Linguist training at Goodfellow AFB, then-airman first class Robert 

Washburn was assigned to the 6994th Security Squadron, Tan Son Nhut Air Base, the Republic of 

Vietnam from January 1971 through January 1972. He served as an aircrew member on EC-47 

airborne radio direction finding and 

communications intelligence collection 

missions over South Vietnam, Laos, and 

Cambodia. He flew 128 tactical combat 

support missions during his one-year tour. 

During one such mission, his aircraft and 

crew experienced an inflight emergency that 

ended with their unscheduled landing and 

overnight stay in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 

 

~~~ 
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Mid-Atlantic Region Chapter 

Mid-Atlantic Region Chapter 

Ft Meade, MD 

 

Bob Bastian, Acting President, Treasurer 

(Note: These FTVA Chapter News articles are condensed with minimal pictures. For the full articles and more 

photos, see the Remain in Touch Newsletters for the past twelve months.) 

4
th

 Quarter 2020 

Bob Bastian, Acting President, Treasurer 

As some of you may know, the National Security Agency complex at Fort George G.Meade, Md, 

has changed considerably over the last two decades. Part of that complex included the National 

Cryptologic Museum (NCM) and the nearby United States National Vigilance Park (NVP), a 

memorial to the military servicemen and women who participated in aerial reconnaissance during 

the Cold War. Dedicated on September 2, 1997, NVP was located just one block west of the 

National Security Agency (NSA) headquarters at Fort Meade. It was previously open 24 hours a 

day for viewing. Military events connected with the Intelligence Community and/or personnel 

stationed at Fort Meade or working at NSA were formerly scheduled through the Museum. 

Three reconnaissance aircraft were on display at the memorial, ringed by a semicircle of 18 trees 

representing the 18 aerial cryptologic missions lost during the program. A U.S. Army Seminole RU-

8D reconnaissance plane represented the Army Airborne Signals Intelligence contribution in the 

Vietnam War. The park also contained a U.S. Navy EA-3B Skywarrior, commemorating a mission 

in the Mediterranean on January 25, 1987, in which all seven crew members died. Finally, a 

Hercules C-130 transport, tail number 

60528, modified to look like a 

reconnaissance-configured C-130A, 

memorialized a U.S. Air Force aircraft 

shot down over Soviet Armenia on 

September 2, 1958 (see the photo below). 

Arlington National Cemetery and the Air 

Force Museum at Wright-Patterson AFB 

also have memorials dedicated to the C-

130 crew that lost their lives that day. 

As NSA continued constructing or 

renovating buildings and parking lots on 

the complex, a decision was made to 

relocate the three aircraft to enable the 

construction of a new Visitor Control 

Center, security control checkpoint, and 

parking. National Vigilance Park was closed in February 2017 and removed its aircraft and 

memorial to allow for the new checkpoint’s construction. 

Unfortunately, as the C-130 was being dismantled, the engineers discovered extensive damage 

throughout the aircraft from 20 years of exposure to water, snow, ice, heat, and cold. So much 

damage was discovered that it was determined to be nearly a total loss. This was a terrible blow, 

especially to the to the Air Force community members that arranged for the plane to be brought out 
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of the boneyard at Davis-Monthan AFB and the many Airmen who re-enlisted, retired, or held other 

ceremonies in front of the plane over the years. 

NSA Installation and Logistics went looking for a replacement aircraft and identified one. It landed 

at Tipton Field just outside of the NSA complex in the fall of 2018. On hand to greet the new 

aircraft were Lt Gen Ken Minihan, former Director, NSA during the original plane’s dedication 

ceremony in 1997, and the first Commander of Air Intelligence Agency (October 1993 – October 

1994) and a host of other dignitaries. To the surprise, and consternation, of Air Force personnel on 

hand, the aircraft was an electronic warfare version of an EC-130 (COMPASS CALL), rather than 

one configured for Signals Intelligence. 

As those gathered for the arrival of the replacement aircraft discussed options for dealing with an 

EC versus RC configured aircraft, a suggestion was made to incorporate the original plane’s 528 

vertical stabilizer, which was reportedly intact, into the Compass Call display. An additional 

recommendation was made to incorporate the stabilizer, the name, and the story into some form of 

memorial, next to (or near) the new aircraft. This suggestion was fleshed out a little bit and reflects 

a transition from the static display, to the 528 real-life stories and into the museum. 

So, what is next in the new National Vigilance Park? The National Cryptologic Museum 

Foundation (NCMF) is leading the Capital Campaign to build and serve as the project manager to 

construct the Cyber Center for Education and Innovation (CCEI). A ceremonial groundbreaking for 

the new complex was scheduled for 30 October 2020 but was postponed due to weather and won’t 

likely be rescheduled until the spring of 2021 due to the ongoing Coronavirus Pandemic. The CCEI 

is a private-public partnership between the National Cryptologic Museum Foundation (NCMF) and 

National Security Agency (NSA). When built, the CCEI facility will become a cross-sector 

enterprise delivering programs to encourage government, industry, and academia to share insights, 

knowledge, and resources to strengthen cybersecurity protection and workforce development across 

our Nation, while at the same time providing a new home for the existing NCM that will continue to 

be operated and maintained by the NSA. 

The aircraft memorial element of the new National Vigilance Park will be located just around the 

corner from the entrance to the CCEI. In on-line pictures, it is shown by the flags at one end of the 

center. You can keep up with the construction details and see a photo of the "Coming Soon" 

billboard, recently erected at the entrance to NSA, on NCMF’s website at 

www.cryptologicfoundation.org. If any member of FTVA would like to volunteer to assist in 

planning the new National Vigilance Park Plaza, please contact 

ncmfinfo@cryptoloticfoundation.org. To donate to the Capital Campaign, please click here 

https://cryptologicfoundation.org/visit/ccei/donate.html 

The Mid-Atlantic Region Chapter’s Executive Committee is committed to keeping members 

informed about the renovation status. Anyone interested in potentially supporting this cause can 

also contact Bob Bastian. 

Submitted By Bob Bastian, Chapter Member 

1
st
 Quarter 2021 

The Chapter’s meeting remains in hiatus for the past few months because of COVID-19. 

2
nd

 Quarter 2021 

The Mid-Atlantic Region Chapter is gearing up for a return to a more active posture following more 

than a year of inactivity due to the COVID-19 pandemic. A core group of members will be meeting 

via Zoom later in June to discuss and make plans for a fall social; very likely around the Air Force's 

birthday (so perhaps Friday, September 17, 2021). Potential venues are being researched, so if 
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members of the Mid-Atlantic Region Chapter have ideas, recommendations, or simply want to 

volunteer their help in planning this event, they can contact Bob Bastian (bobbast@comcast.net). 

Hope to see you there!" 

Thanks, Bob 

3
rd

 Quarter 2021 

The Mid-Atlantic Region Chapter is alive and well but due to the continuing COVID Pandemic, we 

have not been able to meet in person or even successfully schedule a Zoom session. However, we 

plan on at least trying to set something up this month. Stay tuned. 

Thanks, Bob 

 

~~~ 
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Rocky Mountain Chapter 

 

Rocky Mountain Chapter 

Colorado Springs, CO 
 

Greg Roman and Stan Cook Co-Presidents 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/229888673742365/ 

(Note: These FTVA Chapter News articles are condensed with minimal pictures. For the full articles and more 

photos, see the Remain in Touch Newsletters for the past twelve months.) 

4
th

 Quarter 2020 

The latest from the Rocky Mountain Chapter reporting a refrain experienced by many of us. 

“Dennis, No inputs from the RMC this month. Regrettably, we are still waiting for meeting 

restrictions to lighten up before getting back together. All the best from the snow-covered Rockies!” 

Submitted by Ike Eichelberger, Secretary-RMC FTVA 

1
st
 Quarter 2021 

The Chapter’s meeting remains in hiatus for the past few months because of COVID-19. 

2
nd

 Quarter 2021 

[Ed. Note: Actually submitted in September RIT] So sorry that we have been remiss. These are our 

last 2 monthly meeting minutes with a pic thrown in, just to prove that the rumors of our wasting 

away, were definitely false!! Cheers, Ike 

 

Rocky Mountain Chapter Members Posing at a recent meeting. Left to Right are: 

Stan Cook, Dennis Daniels, Greg Roman, J.C. Caulder, Ike Eichelberger, Mike Click) 

May 2021 Meeting Minutes 

 Idea floated of Aug meeting being held at Top Golf 

 Need to confirm details next few weeks 

 George “Ike” Eichelberger, Greg Roman, & Dennis Daniels are planning to travel to San 

Antonio for Annual Roll Call Reunion. We will hold a Vietnam Veteran Commemoration 
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Ceremony as part of their gathering. This is also the same weekend as the Annual FTVA 

picnic, remembrance ceremony, Hall of Honor Induction and banquet. 

 No change in finances 

 No change in memberships; all dues have been paid and mailed in 

 Beers were drunk, stories were told 

June 2021 Meeting Minutes 

 We will not hold a monthly meeting in July 

 Aug’s meeting may be held at the new Top Golf if it is open by then; details to follow 

 Sep’s meeting will be held on 15 Sep prior to Roll Call in San Antonio 

 George “Ike” Eichelberger will order 20 pins and Greg Roman will print the certificates for 

the next Vietnam Veteran Recognition ceremony 

o Dennis Daniels will check inventory of card stock on hand for the certificates 

 Rhino’s Golf Tournament, a fundraiser for the Wounded Warrior Foundation, will be held on 

30 Jun 

o Some funds from the tournament proceeds should be available to FTVA as well 

3
rd

 Quarter 2021 

Nothing to report. 

 

~~~ 
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Wasatch Chapter 

 

Wasatch Chapter 

Salt Lake City, UT 
 

Jacob Scheid, President 

Shawn Heckman, Vice President 

(Note: These FTVA Chapter News articles are condensed with minimal pictures. For the full articles and more 

photos, see the Remain in Touch Newsletters for the past twelve months.) 

4
th

 Quarter 2020 

We have continued to meet online due to COVID-19 restrictions. Here is a meeting screenshot from 

our last meeting. 

 

November 2020 Meeting Minutes: 

Happy Holidays members! 

Please update your contact information, so we can keep you up to date! 

2020 Goal: Increase membership and attendance. 

Special Note from Lee: National FTVA has Memorial Funds to honor members and platforms. 

Mark Gilman recently passed away from a stroke this past week. A former contractor with the 169 

IS, and former Army veteran. 

 Scott Lawson will serve as interim Treasurer. What would be the best way to recruit a new 

treasurer? Suggestions/recommendations encouraged. 

 Stay tuned for the First Annual FTVA Wasatch Bowling Mixer TBD!!! 

 Next monthly meeting: January 22, 2020 @ 6 PM 

 Beaner Banner indefinite delay. 

 Tentative Agenda: 
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 *Wed: Meet and Greet 

 *Thurs: Group Facilities Tour 

 *Fri Morning: Various Activities TBD 

 *Fri Evening: Banquet 

Survey Monkey: Friday Day Activity Ideas thus far: 

 Snowbird Brunch 

 Golf 

 Downtown Tour 

 Shooting Guns 

 Spring/Summer 2021 SENIOR SCOUT Reunion hopefully in tandem with the Bean Banner 

Reunion. Involve Prop Wash, FTVA, MK 

 Scott can update association on this agenda item. Recognize 2019 Intel Professional winners 

with award plaques 

 General Matthews dedicated conference room to support Col Drennan 

 Save the Turtles - Christian Fritz Charity Hegel 

1
st
 Quarter 2021 

The FTVA Wasatch Chapter continues to remain in touch via virtual and in-person meetings in 

2021. Here is a photo from the February 26th meeting. We look forward to the coming months 

when we will be able to participate in more events and activities. 
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Wasatch Chapter Member Spotlight: Eric Rasmussen 

Name, Rank Eric Rasmussen, SMSgt 

(Ret) 

 

AFSC 1A8/1N3, Spanish Linguist 

Other Senior Scout AMS, AA, 

DLO 

  

What is/was your 

favorite office or 

position you have 

served in and why? 

My favorite position was as 

the Operations 

Superintendent for the 

169th. It was great working 

with so many fantastic 

Airmen. Helping them grow 

as leaders and intelligence 

professionals. Watching 

them do amazing things 

every day. 

What is/was the 

best day of your 

military career? 

The best day of my military career is the day I met my wife. I had just 

returned from a deployment to Afghanistan and we all went to have a 

few drinks. Then this beautiful woman who worked at MPF walked in. 

I knew she was the one. 

   

How did you 

become involved 

with the FTVA 

Wasatch Chapter? 

About seven years ago, I contacted Lee Anthony to see how we could 

start up our own chapter of the FTVA here in Utah. A little while later 

Scott Lawson brought up the subject again and along with Nick 

Batura, Melanie Sparr, and me, we created the Wasatch Chapter. 

   

What quote about 

leadership do you 

find inspirational? 

Ed Warfield was on my promotion board for SSgt. At the end of the 

interview, he slid a copy of AFI 36-2618, The Enlisted Force 

Structure, across the table to me. On it he had written “Take care of 

your people and they will take care of you.” I kept that book with me 

every day after that to remind me what was important. 

2
nd

 Quarter 2021 

Nothing to report. 

3
rd

 Quarter 2021 

Nothing to report. 

 

~~~ 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS ACTIVITIES 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS ACTIVITIES 

It has been a most unusual twelve months for our FTVA Board of Directors. Monthly virtual Zoom 

meetings became the norm, with a couple of exceptions. Occasionally a board member would join 

the meetings from the (dis)comfort of their vehicle, via their smart phone. In June the board finally 

held their first face-to-face meeting, after a 17-month COVID pause. It was held in the Lackland 

Gateway Club conference room, and we all definitely looked a bit older than the last time we met in 

person. 

Following are highlights of some of the Board’s activities for the past 12 months. Board meetings 

are normally held monthly, except December due to the holiday period, and the month when the 

Annual Membership meeting is held, usually September. 

4
th

 Quarter 2020 

Larson Awards Way-Ahead:  President Evan Smith provided an update on 16 AF leadership 

moving towards merging the Larson Awards with the Air Force ISR Awards Program (AFISRAP). 

Ken Maynard reached out to Nancy Larson to get Mrs. Larson’s perspective and we will proceed 

from that feedback when available. Evan will continue discussions with Chief of Staff and his 

Deputy. The CCC however did contact Ted Colquhoun about returning some funds. An update will 

be provided at the Nov BOD meeting when specifics are known. POC: various. Item OPEN. 

Follow-up on business insurance coverage/quotes:  During the previous calendar quarter Vice 

President Bill Brockmiller solicited quotes for FTVA insurance coverage to cover events and 

activities. The original quote was for main FTVA, but after brief discussion today decision was 

made to go back to get a quote that includes chapters. Vice President Brockmiller was not present to 

provide an update, so this topic will be reviewed during the next BOD meeting when the VP has the 

quotes and is available. 

Collaborating with AFCEA and/or CyberTexas:  Our board has long had informal discussions 

concerning updating the FTVA Website. Last fall the CyberTexas Foundation provided a proposal 

to update the FTVA Website. (Background:  The CyberTexas Foundation, a San Antonio-based 

non-profit, is focused on cybersecurity education in primary, secondary and post-secondary students 

and the promotion of careers in the field. They have partnerships with San Antonio-area school 

districts, colleges, universities, industry partners and local, state and federal governmental entities.) 

With minor revisions, the proposal was accepted along with the Operational Maintenance for one 

year. Roy Burnett is putting together a list of requirements as well, as it was asked that the BOD 

also provide inputs into what our new Website should look like and contain. Web Hosting is one 

area that needs to be discussed with CyberTexas. Roy provided a short briefing on the proposed 

product. He will provide a web address and password for all to review. Please provide comments to 

be discussed during the next BOD meeting. 

Addressing future Board of Director Vacancies:  Mike Nielsen agreed to serve as Secretary and 

was voted in unanimously. Lee Anthony agreed to continue as Treasurer temporarily but we still 

need to find somebody willing to replace Lee. Everyone is asked to help find suitable candidates 

and bring names to the next meeting. POC: Ken Maynard. Item OPEN. 

FTVA support requested to help veterans and substance abuse emails:  continue to treat as 

before (direct one-on-one or ignore). 
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1
st
 Quarter 2021 

Collaborating with AFCEA and/or CyberTexas:  Roy Burnett provided an update on web site 

development. The latest updates included securing the site which now includes posting of personal 

information. The next update will allow for fund transfers to take place. Overall, this site has met or 

exceeded all expectations. Roy will consult with development team and the BoD on a date to go live 

to the members. Roy will also provide a link and password for further review of the site. Roy met 

with the CyberTexas team to discuss Security Protocols, a “Go Live date” and also met with Joe 

Sanchez from CyberTexas concerning payment and maintenance requirements for the site. 

Follow-up on business insurance coverage/quotes:  Two Options/Quotes were reviewed by the 

BoD. The difference between option one and two is how defense costs are addressed. Both options 

1 & 2 show the Fiduciary Liability premium as $184 where defense costs are inside the aggregate 

amount of $100,000. The difference between the option 1 & 2 is that option 1 includes defense costs 

as part of the aggregate coverage limit of the policy; whereas in option 2, the defense costs are 

considered separate and outside the policy coverage limits and why option 2 is slightly more 

expensive. Total for option 1 was $393 and option 2 was $414. President Smith requested that these 

quotes are re-verified by Vice President Brock before BoD approval. A vote was put forward by 

Ken Williams that we accept Option 2 with a not to exceed amount of $500 comes back from Vice 

President Brock to speed the process up. That was approved by the BoD. 

Fallen Eagle Database:  Dennis Buxton identified that there have been multiple reports of 

duplicate entries in the database. Roy Burnett identified this problem as a software issue that will be 

resolve with the transition to the new website. 

Social Activities:  Ken Williams brought up the Spring Social at the Marriott and it was agreed that 

this should be placed on hold due to COVID-19. We agreed to move to the right if able to hold a 

safe social. It was also noted that the NCO Club on Lackland is reserved for the September Annual 

Event. 

The Fall Banquet is still being planned but may be scaled back due to COVID restrictions. Options 

discussed included conducting the hall of Honor Induction Ceremony virtually, explore other 

venues for the Picnic and Banquet off base if necessary. Evan will also discuss with Bob Benitez 

the Golf Tournament to see if either the Golf Club of Texas or Alsatians has a minimum 

requirement and dollar amount requirement if we need to scale back participation. Bob was cleared 

hot to begin planning for this event. It was also suggested that we post updates on the new web site 

to keep the FTVA community up to date on scheduling of events. 

Gold Coast Chapter:  Ruben Gomez was approved to be the Gold Chapter President as an 

Associate Member. 

2
nd

 Quarter 2021 

FTVA Website Development - CyberTexas:  Roy Burnett provided an update on web site 

development. The new website is operational, and its address is www.FTVA.us. It was noted that 

there have been issues accessing the new site. Roy is working the issues. We also discussed adding 

button links to files such as RIT and HoH. We also discussed adding links to Heritage DVD files, 

YouTube items of interest, etc. 

Insurance coverage:  FTVA Insurance with Chubb Group of Insurance Companies is now active 

and funded. Fiduciary Liability, Coverage for Directors & Officers Liability and Entity Liability are 

covered. It was also noted that this coverage does extend to FTVA Chapters. 

Addressing future Board of Director Vacancies:  Ken Maynard accepted the Treasurer role. 
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Social Activities:  The Fall Banquet is still being planned. Evan Smith and Ted Colquhoun have a 

meeting with the Mr. Apodaca to discuss FTVA meetings and Banquet options. The FTVA Banquet 

is on with the Lackland Club now able to host up to 300 people.  Two SNCOs Project Officers have 

been assigned by 16 AF. Ted Colquhoun will engage with them the week of 28 June to assist in 

planning. 

3rd Quarter 2021 

28 July Board Meeting:  While a quorum was not reached and therefore no formal voting could 

occur, the six members present did have discussions primarily on the status of the FTVA Annual 

Reunion activities. Our Web support/Membership Chairman, Roy Burnett, kept notes. Some of the 

highlights of the discussion follow. 

The meeting started at 1322L, and as the president made us all aware, a quorum would not be 

achieved (only two officers and three from the board), with various vacations keeping most away. 

Ken Maynard had the treasurer's report. We stayed and discussed the FTVA reunion quite a bit. 

Given JBSA-Lackland has gone to Bravo+, we wonder how this might affect the facilities for our 

events, Ted Colquhoun asked the club, as far as they know, they are still capping the banquet hall at 

250; he also confirmed that the BALA was now restricted to 60 people. 

The group confirmed among ourselves that the outside events should be achievable: golf 

tournament (well in hand), the 5K (MSgt Vu, the NAF POC, was in attendance and confirmed the 

5K planning was on track), and the picnic. The remembrance ceremony at the EC-47 will not have 

the stands as usual, but we should be able to do it. 

For the banquet, Lt Gen Haugh will be on leave, so the confirmed guest speaker will be CMSgt 

Kenneth Bruce (Command Chief). MSgt Vu is working with the NAF protocol office to firm 

everything up there. Understand that Ken Williams will have tickets ready for sale later this week. 

Concerning the picnic, AJ Harrison confirmed that we can, at the earliest, reserve Stapleton park for 

the annual picnic is 30 days out from the day of the event. 

The annual meeting will be via Zoom (Roy will set that up), the morning of September 25th, and he 

will email the information to the membership. 

The remaining question is to have the Hall of Honors induction in the BALA or as part of the 

Banquet. With as many as eight inductees, having it in the BALA (inductees families, NAF 

leadership, FTVA leadership) doesn't leave a lot of extra room. Having it as part of the banquet 

means limiting the inductees' comments to allow for all. This will be discussed with MSgt Vu and 

Mr. Apodaca in the coming week. 

All correspondence needs to state that attendance to any and all events means acceptance of all the 

JBSA rules. There continues to be uncertainty about restrictions and the environment, but we will 

accept and adapt. 

Emergency BoD Zoom meeting, August 16:  The last regular board meeting held this social year 

was July 30th, again at the Gateway Club. Soon after that meeting the Lackland Air Base Wing 

announced that due to a continuing rise in local COVID cases, they would be staying at Health 

Protection Condition (HPCON) Bravo Plus, and would also be more rigidly enforcing prescribed 

safety protocols. The uncertainty of what the more rigid enforcement of the HPCON B+ might 

mean for availability of the club/banquet or any other on-base activities for our upcoming 

anniversary events, coupled with the increased health threat to our visiting members, led to an 

emergency Zoom meeting on August 16th. The Board discussed all options and contingencies 

available; the outcome was a vote to postpone all activities until next Spring. 

~~~ 
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FTVA Value Statement 

Many Air Force senior leaders, including the Chief of Staff, General David Goldfein, the Chief 

Master Sergeant of the Air Force, Kaleth Wright, the incoming new Chief of Staff, General Charles 

Brown, and others have recently released statements that should resonate with every member of the 

Freedom Through Vigilance Association (FTVA). They stated, “It is time for every one of us to 

strive for understanding and a culture of inclusiveness and belonging across our Air Force, and “It is 

our very own General Benjamin O. Davis, Tuskegee Airman, who said, ‘The privileges of being an 

American belong to those brave enough to fight for them’.” These sentiments were recently echoed 

by the Space Force Commander, General Jay Raymond, and Senior Enlisted Adviser, Chief Master 

Sergeant Roger Towberman (former Airborne Mission Supervisor), who said, “We have an 

opportunity to get this right from the beginning by making diversity and inclusion ‘one of the 

bedrock strengths” of the Space Force. And our 16 Air Force Commander, Lt General Timothy 

Haugh and Command Chief, Summer Leifer, have both implored NAF members to embrace 

diversity, challenge our own biases, and treat everyone with dignity and respect. 

Since the formation of the USAF Security Service (USAFSS) in October 1948, and in its various 

iterations since then to the present 16 Air Force, we recognize that the one constant and bedrock 

strength of our organization is the people. Throughout the years, our leaders have understood that if 

we take care of the people, the people will take care of the mission. Our people are as diverse as the 

missions we support. Yet, despite these differences, we train and fight as one. We value and 

understand the importance of respect and dignity for all, regardless of ethnic background, religion, 

gender, and/or sexual orientation. 

The FTVA reaffirms our commitment to our country and the people we serve. Now is the time for 

reflection and listening to those that may not have had a voice at the table. Those voices need to be 

heard and be part of this national debate. We, as an organization, understand the sacrifices that have 

been made so that all Americans can enjoy the benefits of liberty, freedom and justice for all. These 

benefits must encompass all Americans for we are greater in strength unified than in division. The 

FTVA thanks all who have served and sacrificed through the years and remains committed to the 

values we hold dear of dignity and respect for all, duty well performed, honor in all things, and 

country above self! 

Remain in Touch, 

Evan V. Smith, President FTVA 

 

~~~ 
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ASSOCIATION SOCIAL EVENTS 

ASSOCIATION SOCIAL EVENTS 

This has been a very difficult year to hold social events across the association. All social events 

connected to the Annual FTVA/16 AF September Reunion had to be postponed due to the surging 

COVID rates in Texas. We hope to be able to reschedule all of the traditional events for the spring 

of next year if the situation allows. While it's unfortunate that we will not be able once again this 

year to see each other in person, the health and safety of our members are our number one concern. 

Please stay safe. 

However, the 2021 Annual General Membership Meeting was held on-line via Zoom on Saturday, 

25 September 2021, at 1100 CDT. Our required election of officers was held, and resulted in Ted 

Colquhoun making an encore appearance as our next President, Bill Brockmiller returning as Vice-

President, and Ken Maynard being officially installed as our Treasurer. 

While other association reunions were cancelled or postponed, including the Peshawar Air Station 

Alumni Association Reunion, there was one local San Antonio area group that continued to have 

occasional get-togethers, the San Vito Veterans Group. Here are pictures of a couple of their recent 

gatherings. 

San Vito Veterans Group Holds Monthly Get-Together 

 

On October 27 the San Vito Veterans Group removed personal masks for a picture 

during their monthly get together at Applebee's Restaurant in Helotes, Texas. Pictured 

from L-R: Jim Ray, Bill Etherton, Rick Sassaman, Bob Andress, Dennis Rassmussen, Jim 

Gonzalez, Lanny Abee and Ed Klem. Submitted by Dennis “Rass” Rasmussen. 
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Vito Mini-Reunion 

Submission Courtesy of “Rass” Rasmussen 

 

Some smiling Vets of San Vito met April 27th on the patio at Applebee's off Loop1604/Bandera Rd, 

San Antonio, TX, for their monthly gathering. Pictured from L-R are Jim Ray, Bill Etherton, Bob 

Andress, Lanny Abee, Rick Sassaman, Ed Klem, Dennis Rassmussen and Jim Gonzalez. 

 

~~~ 
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FALLEN EAGLES 

FALLEN EAGLES 

We have learned of the following losses from caring relatives, friends or 

obituaries and we offer prayers and sympathy to loved ones. “It is the soldier 

above all others who prays for peace, for it is the soldier who must suffer and 

bear the deepest wounds and scars of war.” D. MacArthur 

(Note: for obituaries and photos see previous four issues of the Remain in Touch newsletters.) 

Acre, David L., MSgt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Member; 

Adams, Barry Clayton, Amn, USAFSS; 

Apel, Elmer, Col (ret), USAFSS; 

Appling, Jesse K., SMSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Arnold, Charles Weldon, MSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Arnold, Charles Weldon, MSgt (ret), USAFSS Roll Call; 

Beck, Gerald William, SSgt, USAFSS; 

Beck, Marvin Eugene, USAFSS; 

Beecher, Sandford D., USAFSS; 

Bledsoe, Richard Paul, SSgt, USAFSS; 

Brick, Ralph L., SSgt, USAFSS; 

Brown, John Reuel, MSgt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Brown, Thomas L., MSgt (ret), USAF; 

Burns, Robert Perl, Capt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Member; 

Carpenter, Dwight, SMSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Carter, James H., A1C, USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Chaika, Gary Allyn, SMSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Coleman, Gerald, MSgt, (ret), USAFSS; 

Conklin, Dennis J., USAFSS; 

Crain, Steven W., MSgt (ret), USAF ***FTVA Member; 

Cravener, Lloyd H., USAFSS; 

Crockett, Lawrence Rev. “Larry”, MSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Delk, David Lee, MSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Dibert, Thomas L., MSgt (ret), USAF; 

Dickerson, Dennis B., MSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Dion, Normand, O., TSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

DiSabatino, John J., Sgt, USAFSS; 

Doig, Charles G., MSgt (ret), USAF; 

Donathan, Monroe T., TSgt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Member; 

Doyle, Arthur C., MSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Dr. Sloan, Hugh J. III, Maj, USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Dr. Snyder, Jerome Worth, Maj (ret), USAFSS; 

Draiss, Thomas A., A1C, USAFSS; 

Eskew, Linda Lee Magee, GS-13, USAF; 

Ferguson, Donald J., SMSgt (ret), USAF; 

Flage, Gary L., USAFSS; 

Foreman, Bruce I., TSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Fortier, Hildegard, Spouse of Gerald Fortier USAFSS; 

Foshee, Robert L., USAFSS; 

Galbraith, Jack, A1C, USAFSS; 
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Gallagher, Bruce Roy, USAFSS; 

Garman, Gary W., A1C, USAFSS; 

Garrison, Carl H., (ret), USAFSS ***FTVA Lifetime Member; 

George, Douglas E., Lt Col (ret), USAF; 

Gray, Lewis Elton, A2C, USAFSS; 

Green, Ernest M., SSgt, USAFSS; 

Habersetzer, David Leonard, USAFSS; 

Hankla, Walfrid B., USAFSS; 

Harris, J. Scottie, SMSgt (ret), USAF; 

Holt, Michael R., SMSgt (ret), USAF; 

Howell, Charles R., SMSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Hutchinson, Norman Winn, USAFSS; 

Hyden, Eugene Boyd, USAFSS; 

Jacobs, Deonna Lynn, MSgt (ret), USAF; 

Jones, Johnny R., USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Kaczynski, Victor Walter, USAFSS; 

Kersey, Glenn E., USAFSS; 

Key, Roy Alvon, USAFSS; 

King, Tresse Z., CMSgt (active duty), USAF; 

Kline, Waldo C., CMSgt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Hall of Honor 1987 & FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Knasinski, Frank S., USAFSS; 

Kozik, Richard Vance, USAFSS; 

Lechter, David P., USAFSS; 

Lossing, Ralph A., USAFSS; 

Maddux, Donald Harry, USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Masters, Donnie H., USAFSS; 

McAllister, Judy, SrA, USAFSS; 

McCallum, Don, USAFSS; 

McClay, John, USAFSS; 

Miller, Richard E., USAFSS; 

Moon, Larry D., USAFSS; 

Munier, Angelique R. “Angel”, USAF; 

Murff, Malcolm E., SMSgt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Murray, Calvin M., Col (ret), USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Noone, Albert M., USAFSS ; 

Olenik, Joseph J., CMSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Ozarowicz, Sharon G., USAF; 

Panneton, Ernest W. 'Skeeter', A1C, USAFSS; 

Pauley, Leo Edward, SMSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Pavlishin, Edward J., MSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Porter, Leonard “Mel”, USAFSS; 

Porter, Thomas, USAFSS; 

Potter, Milton “Pat”, MSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Powell, Joanne, Civilian; 

Reaney, Daryl, L., SMSgt (ret), FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Rocha, Louis, CMSgt (ret), FTVA Hall of Honor 1986 & FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Rodger, Kevin M., USAFSS; 

Rominger, Daniel C., MSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

San Miguel, Armando, SMSgt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 
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Sandoval, Helen Anna Knickerbocker, Spouse of Raul “Sandy” Sandoval FTVA Lifetime 

Member; 

Sauer, Jerold 'Jerry', CMSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Schmidt, Charles E., Air Intelligence Agency; 

Schuchert, Evelyn H., Civilian; 

Shaver, Hallie Franklin, USAFSS; 

Shore, John, CWO3 (ret), USAFSS; 

Skidmore, Calvin D., USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Smith, William Martin, USAFSS; 

Stevenson, William L., A1C, USAFSS; 

Stewart, Robert W., TSgt, USAFSS; 

Sutton, Charles, D., USAFSS; 

Sweeney, Joseph B., USAFSS; 

Taylor, Malcom G., USAFSS; 

Turner, David Allen, USAFSS; 

Voss, Howard “Steve”, MSgt (ret), USAFSS ***FTVA Member; 

Wagoner, Russell D., MSgt (ret), USAF; 

Warden, Okey Jr., CMSgt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Hall of Honor 1995 & Lifetime Member; 

Washington, Booker T., CMSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Welch, Otto D., USAFSS; 

Wellman, Cecil Kraig, USAFSS; 

White, Archie Lee, SMSgt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Wilkes, Chester Peyton Jr., USAFSS ***FTVA Member; 

Wilson, Robert, Lee, USAF; 

Wilson, Stephen D., USAFSS; 

Wiseman, Martin R., USAFSS; 

Wittenberg, William A., MSgt (ret), USAFSS; 

Wright, John D., USAFSS; 

Yawn, Gerald C., MSgt (ret), USAFSS FTVA Lifetime Member; 

Yetto, Michael A., USAF 

 

~~~ 
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P.O. BOX 691616 

San Antonio, TX 78269 

September, 2021 

 

PLATINUM PARTNERS 

Mrs. Doyle E. Larson 

(IMO Maj Gen Doyle E. Larson) 

Prop Wash Gang 

(IMO CMSgt Tom Tennant) 

GOLD PARTNERS 

Security Services Federal Credit Union 

Engrave-Tech & Graphics 

Anonymous 

(IMO MSgt Robert "Bob" Fenstermacher) 

Regis F.A. Urschler 

(IMO Maj Gen Doyle Larson and Tom Tennant) 

SILVER PARTNERS 

Anthony F. Jensen 

Grover Jackson 

William F. Sheck 

Bob & Debbie Cope 

“Picnic Partners” 

Donald Bundy 

Greg Radabaugh 

  

FTVA VIGILANT PARTNER PROGRAM 

FTVA VIGILANT PARTNER PROGRAM 
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BRONZE PARTNERS 

Mark and Amy Hess 

Ronald Hentz 

(IHO Col Bob Cope) 

Jack V. Brewer 

E.W. Forbess 

PATRON PARTNERS 

CMSgt Roger Towberman 

James Mayer 

Charles Bishop 

Edward Sellmeyer 

*
//Platinum Partner $2,500 + // Gold Partner $1,000 - $2,499 // Silver Partner $500- $999 // Bronze 

Partner $250 - $499 // Patron Partner $100 - $249 

 

~~~ 
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FTVA PRIOR YEAR ANNUAL MEETING MINUTES 

FTVA PRIOR YEAR ANNUAL 

MEETING MINUTES 

FREEDOM THROUGH VIGILANCE ASSOCIATION 

PO BOX 691616 

San Antonio, TX 78269-1616 

The September 26, 2020, FTVA Annual General Membership Meeting was conducted for the first 

time over the internet via ZOOM. Published minutes are not available. 

 

 

~~~ 
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FTVA ANNUAL FINANCE REPORT 

FTVA ANNUAL FINANCE REPORT 

 

Income/Expenditures By Category (10/1/2020 – 09/25/2021) 

 

USAFSS/ESC Account Balances - 2021-09-25 

Category Net Worth     

2020/10/01 - 2021/09/25     

  1 Oct 2020 25 Sep 2021  

Assets  88,819.10 90,878.12  

 Cash 88,819.10 90,878.12  

 - FTVA CD 54,496.74 54,696.24  

 - FTVA Checking 22,077.28 20,981.86  

 - FTVA Savings 71.56 71.56  

 - Partners Money Market 12,168.13 15,123.07  

 - Partners Savings 5.39 5.39  

Liabilities  0.00 0.00  

NET WORTH  88,819.10 90,878.12 2,059.02 

 

Memorial Fund Summary - 2021-09-25 

Category Net Worth     

2020/10/01 - 2021/09/30     

  1 Oct 2020 25 Sep 2021  

Assets  65,754.49 67,699.34 1,944.85 

 - Grant Money Market 12,591.46 12,596.15 4.69 

 - USAFSS Money Market 53,153.08 55,093.24 1,940.16 

 - USAFSS Savings 9.95 9.95 0.00 

Liabilities  0.00 0.00  

NET WORTH  65,754.49 67,699.34 1,944.85 
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All Accounts-2021-09-25 

Category Net Worth     

2020/10/01 - 2021/09/25     

  1 Oct 2020 25 Sep 2021  

Assets  154,573.59 158,577.46  

 Cash 154,573.59 158,577.46  

 - FTVA CD 54,496.74 54,696.24  

 - FTVA Checking 22,077.28 20,981.86  

 - FTVA Savings 71.56 71.56  

 - Grant Money Market 12,591.46 12,596.15  

 - Partners Money Market 12,168.13 15,123.07  

 - Partners Savings 5.39 5.39  

 - USAFSS Money 
Market 

53,153.08 55,093.24  

 - USAFSS Savings 9.95 9.95  

Liabilities  0.00 0.00  

NET WORTH  154,573.59 158,577.46 4,003.87 

 

~~~ 
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WE ARE I S R 

Pas t  Prese nt  Future  

 

THE FREEDOM THROUGH VIGILANCE ASSOCIATION 

THE FTVA IS A PRIVATE, NON-PROFIT CORPORATION  

ESTABLISHED IN 1981. WE ARE DEDICATED TO THE  

SUPPORT AND PERPETUATION OF SOCIAL, EDUCATIONAL  

AND HUMANITARIAN SERVICES FOR THE USAF AND  

16 AIR FORCE. 

ALL FORMER AND CURRENT MILITARY OR CIVILIAN  

MEMBERS OF THE 16 AF AND ITS PREDECESSOR  

COMMANDS OR AGENCIES ARE ELIGIBLE FOR  

MEMBERSHIP. SURVIVING SPOUSES OF DECEASED  

PERSONNEL ARE ELIGIBLE FOR ASSOCIATE MEMBER  

STATUS. 

WE ARE YOU!! 


